
Confluences represent the magical beginning of life since they give birth to beauty all around us. As a 

confluence of people’s cultures (diversity), of bright minds, and of technology companies (Silicon 

Valley), San Jose has long been shaping and inspiring our globalized world through technology, 

integration and inventions.  

San Jose possesses the allure and magical power to transcend unmatched elements. CC’’ Cosmos 

Confluence is a novel iconic structure that adds a new confluence to San Jose on a cosmic level. 

Specifically, the structure itself is a confluence of two contradicting geometries aimed at bringing out 

their best attributes through each other. The major components of the structure are: 

1- An equilateral triangle which has a strong visual impact signifying: alpha, equality, 

transcendence, a gate to the future, and advancement. Moreover, the equilateral triangle 

represents San Jose’s three pillars of success: 1- people’s ethics (equality, love, hardworking, 

passion), 2- technology companies (Silicon Valley), and 3- well-established infrastructure and 

an international footprint (fertilized land).  

 

2- A spiral-shaped structure is placed in the middle of the equilateral triangle, holding three 

telescopes to establish a connection with the cosmos. Inspired by the expansion of the galaxy, 

this spiral-shaped structure denotes the fact that San Jose is the center of the globe around 

which everything else revolves. Visitors will be taken on a journey to the stars and planets 

when they stand at the center of the confluence site.  

 

CC’’ Cosmos Confluence was designed with the latest branding and architectural techniques so that it 

will have a strong impact over San Jose’s skyline, as well as creating a stronger impact all over the 

world.  

Unlike architecture which goes through trends, basic geometries are immortal. CC’’ Cosmos 

Confluence also has a branding and logo quality that will allow it to spread faster and attract global 

attention.   

The unique and unrepeatable composition of the site completely reflects the soul of San Jose, unlike 

the riverside vegetation that can be planted anywhere along the river stream.  

To ensure it doesn’t go unnoticed, San Jose’s new iconic structure must be centric, and have a 

flamboyant and bold appearance like every other prominent landmark in the world. The structure has 

a negligible impact on the Riparian Corridor because it flows gently on four basses. 

The transfer of plants and natural habitat to a similar site will be carried out in the second phase of 

the project development. 

 

 

 

 


